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Prof. JUDr. Pavel Šturma, DrSc., the chairman of the Commission, welcomed 

the present members of the commission and introduced the doctoral student. He 

informed that all the conditions for the holding of oral defense, including 

publishing of Jalal Naji Thib Naji thesis, were satisfied. Then, the doctoral 

student gave the opening remarks and presented his work. He described the 

content and concept of his thesis. In addition, he mentioned the goals and the 

significance of the study. PhD student clarified arguments of Human Rights: 

Universality vs. Regionalism. He discussed of his motivation for the choice of 

the topic regarding human rights doctrine at the international, European and 

national levels. He mentioned the problem of the terms from the national and 

historical point of view and concentrated on aspects related to Islamic doctrine 

and the role of Islamic religion in the context of human rights law. 

 

The first opponent, doc. Balaš, recommended the dissertation thesis for the 

defense. He posed his questions set forth in his opponent opinion. They 

concerned to the author´s arguments based on rather a non- legal analysis of the 

issue. The opponent asks for requirement of more tolerance, understanding and 

respect that reflects needs of our globalized world.  

 

The second opponent, prof. Geistlinger, that was absented, evaluated the 

manuscript positively. Prof. Šturma, gave his report, he supported the arguments 

presented by doc. Balaš. The author dedicated the long period of his thesis to 

analyze the history and origins of human rights, the respective part of the 



dissertation is very short. Despite some inefficiencies indicated above in this 

review, he regarded the dissertation thesis of Naji Jalal as stimulating. He 

recommended the dissertation thesis for the upcoming defense before the 

relevant commission, appointed for the defense of dissertation thesis. For the 

purpose of discussion during the defense of the dissertation thesis, he posed 

several questions for the author’s consideration. 

 

   Naji Jalal thanked for the questions and the remarks of both opponents 

and responded to their enquiries.   

 

      Prof. JUDr. Pavel Šturma, DrSc., the chairman of the Commission, 

opened a general debate and gave the floor to doc. Balaš. He posed the question 

concerning the attitude of PhD student to treatment of another culture. He asked 

him to clarify the issue of the approaches to the cultural relativism and kinds of 

human rights. Dr. Beránek discussed about the practical experiences of these 

problems and focused on the question regard the limits of the tolerance. Doc. 

Balaš criticized to confuse the interpretation of Islamic religion and Sharia with 

the interpretation of ECHR and treatment of Islam in the caselaw of European 

Court of Human Rights.  Doc. Scheu mentioned European values reflected the 

argument. Prof. Šturma debated about European Court of Human Rights and the 

reflection of restrict limits in the plurality of democratic society. Doc. Forejtová 

asked about the possibility of a teacher in author´s country to explained similar 

discussion regard to human rights to his students.  

  

       After termination of the general debate, the private meeting took place with 

voting by the secret ballot on the awarding of the Ph.D. title. The result of the 

voting was 5 to 0 votes (5 votes were positive, 0 vote was negative).        
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